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1 Multi-Agent Path Finding (MAPF) and Our Contribution

Figure 3: A small region of a Kiva layout. The green cells represent pod storage locations, the orange ovals the robots (with
pods not pictured), and the purple and pink regions the queues around the inventory stations.

Figure 2: A Kiva drive unit and storage pod.

used to move the inventory pods with the correct bins from
their storage locations to the inventory stations where a pick
worker removes the desired products from the desired bin.
Note that the pod has four faces, and the drive unit may need
to rotate the pod in order to present the correct face. When a
picker is done with a pod, the drive unit stores it in an empty
storage location.

Each station is equipped with a desktop computer that
controls pick lights, barcode scanners, and laser pointers that
are used to identify the pick and put locations. Because ev-
ery product is scanned in and out of the system, overall pick-
ing errors go down, which potentially eliminates the need
for post-picking quality control. In general, every station is
capable of being either a picking station or a replenishment
station. In practice, pick stations will be located near out-
bound conveyors, and replenishment stations will be located
near pallet drop off points.

The power of the Kiva solution comes from the fact that
it allows every worker to have random access to any inven-
tory in the warehouse. Moreover, inventory can be retrieved
in parallel. When the picker is filling several boxes at the
same time, the parallel, random access ensures that she is
not waiting on pods to arrive. In fact, by keeping a small
queue of work at the station, the Kiva system delivers a new
pod face every six seconds, which sets a baseline picking
rate of 600 lines per hour.2 Peak rates can exceed 600 lines
per hour when the operator can pick more than one item off
a pod.3

For a large warehouse, the savings in personnel can be
significant. Consider, for example, what a Kiva implemen-
tation of the book warehouse would involve. A busy book-
seller may ship 100,000 boxes a day. With existing automa-
tion, this level of output would employ perhaps 75 workers

2This statistic is based on single unit picks and has been repro-
duced for extended periods in the Kiva test facility.

3This statistic was verified when a small Kiva demonstration
system was brought to a drugstore distribution center where opera-
tors picked at nearly 700 lines per hour.
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Input:
• An unweighted undirected graph.
• A set of agents, each with a start location

and a goal location.
Output:

• A set of collision-free paths, one for each
agent, that minimizes the sum of travel time.

We leverage domain heuristics and machine learning to improve
different search algorithms for MAPF:

2 ML-Guided Conflict Based Search (CBS)

CBS
An optimal bi-level tree search:

• A tree node has a set of constraints, each
prohibits an agent to travel along an edge or
be at a vertex at time t

• High-level Search:
– Pick a node with the minimum cost
– Branch on a conflict between two

agents in its current solution
– Expand the tree by adding two chil-

dren, each imposing a constraint for an
agent resolving that conflict

• Low-level Search: Replan the optimal
agents’ path w.r.t. the imposed constraints

Weighted Dependency Graph Heuristic
• Effective: State-of-the-art heuristic to

choose conflicts to branch on
• Not efficient: Solve a weighted vertex cover

problem for each conflict

ML Framework
Learn to rank the conflicts as similarly as possible to the
WDG heuristic, without actually computing it

1. Data collection: Run CBS exhaustively with the WDG
heuristic

2. Model learning: Imitate the heuristic’s decision via
learning to rank conflicts

Experimental Results
Train two models for each map

• ML-S: Train on the data collected on the same map
• ML-O: Train on the data collected on the other maps

Improvement over CBSH2 (state-of-the-art CBS):
• Runtime: 10.3%-64.4% faster
• Tree sizes: 13.0% to 68.2% fewer nodes

Success rates: the fractions of solved instances within time
limit

3 ML-Guided Enhanced CBS (ECBS)

ECBS
Bounded-suboptimal version of CBS:

• Find a solution with cost ≤ w×
optimal (w ≥ 1)

• Node selection in ECBS vs CBS

Node Selection Heuristics
• Existing heuristics: choose the

node with the fewest conflicts or
conflicting (pairs of) agents

• Our method: retrospectively
learn a better heuristic using the
existing one as a starting point

ML Framework

Experimental Results
ECBS+hi: ECBS with domain heuristic hi

ECBS+ML: Our method
ECBS+ML(ES): Our method with early stopping in curriculum learning
ECBS+IL: Our method with imitation learning but no curriculum learning

4 ML-Guided Large Neighborhood Search (LNS)
MAPF-LNS

Destroy Heuristics
MAPF-LNS uses randomized domain heuristics.
MAPF-ML-LNS (our method) imitates an oracle:

• The oracle samples 20 candidate agent subsets using
domain heuristics, replans them exhaustively and
chooses the best one

• During testing, we replace the oracle with the
learned model which is a lot faster

What is the best we could possibly achieve?

Experimental Results
Speed of improving solutions: We measure the area
under the curve (AUC) and compare against MAPF-
LNS by taking the ratios (>1 means we are better).
- ML-S and ML-O use models trained on the same
map and unseen maps, respectively.
- k is the number of agents.


